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ABSTRACT

MULTI-ENVELOPE PRECODING FOR MASSIVE MIMO
SYSTEMS

Mücahit Gümüş

M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering

Advisor: Tolga Mete Duman

May 2017

Wireless communications is an important part of information and communication

technologies. Particularly, with the introduction of 5G wireless systems, higher data

rates, ultra-low latencies and improved power efficiencies are demanded. It is un-

derstood that multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems constitute some of

the promising technologies to meet these demands, however, currently used number

of antennas at the base stations (BS) is not sufficient to reveal the full potential.

As a result, massive MIMO systems which use a very large number of antennas at

the BSs have recently been proposed as enabling solutions. While massive MIMO

promises much for 5G and beyond wireless technologies, there are many problems to

be solved including lowering of high built-in and operating costs of BSs to make this

technology practical.

Constant envelope (CE) precoding has recently been proposed as a way to reduce

the hardware complexity of massive MIMO systems. CE precoding technique for

downlink enables a BS structure with one (nonlinear) power amplifier (PA) coupled

with continuous or discrete phase shifters in front of each antenna instead of separate

highly linear PAs driving each. While CE precoding offers significant reductions

in hardware costs, it results in some performance loss in terms of achievable data

rates and power efficiencies compared to conventional zero forcing precoding based

approaches.
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In this thesis, we build on the CE precoding idea and propose the use of a multi-

envelope precoding technique for massive MIMO systems which utilizes more than

one (but only a few, e.g., 2 or 3) PAs with the objective of recovering some of the

performance loss due to the use of CE precoding. The proposed multi-envelope pre-

coding method relies on the standard zero forcing algorithm to group the antennas,

and then it utilizes an envelope with a higher level on the antenna group(s) requiring

higher power. In other words, the number of power levels used equals to the number

of antenna groups. We explore the use of both continuous and discrete phase shifters,

and via extensive simulations, we demonstrate that the newly proposed approaches

provide significant performance improvements over the CE solutions closing some of

the performance gap with average power constraint precoding.

Keywords: Massive MIMO, large scale MIMO, constant envelope precoding, multi-

envelope precoding.



ÖZET

BÜYÜK ÇOK GİRDİLİ ÇOK ÇIKTILI SİSTEMLERDE
ÇOK GENLİKLİ ÖN KODLAMA

Mücahit Gümüş

Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği, Yüksek Lisans

Tez Danışmanı: Tolga Mete Duman

Mayıs 2017

Kablosuz iletişim, bilgi ve iletişim teknolojilerinin önemli bir parçasıdır. Özellikle

5G kablosuz iletişim teknolojilerinin takdimi ile birlikte, daha yüksek veri hızları,

gelişmiş güç verimliliği ve çok az gecikme süreleri gibi talepler oluşmuştur. Çok

girdili çok çıktılı sistemler beklentileri karşılamak yolunda umut veren teknolojil-

erdendir ancak çok girdili çok çıktılı sistemlerde şu anda kullanılan anten sayıları

potansiyeli çıkarmak için çok azdıır. Bu yüzden, baz istasyonlarında antenlerin

çok miktarda kullanımı olan büyük çok girdili çok çıktılı sistemler çözüm olarak

önerilmiştir. Büyük çok girdili çok çıktılı sistemler 5G ve ötesindeki teknolojiler

için çok fazla gelişim sunsa da baz istasyonlarının kurulumu ve idame ettirilmesi

maliyetlerinin azaltılması gibi çözülmesi gereken çok fazla problem içermektedir.

Kurulum maliyetini azaltmak için iletim durumunda sabit genlikli ön kodlama

kullanımı öne sürülmüş ve böylece bir güç yükselteç ve her anten önünde analog veya

sayısal faz kaydırıcıları ile baz istasyonu yapısı oluşturulması hedeflenmiştir. Sabit

genlikli ön kodlama kurulum maliyetlerinin azaltılması konusunda önemli gelişmeler

sunsa da geleneksel sıfır tabanlı kodlama teknikleriyle karşılaştırıldığında başarılabilir

veri hızı ve güç verimliliği performanslarında kayıplara neden olmaktadır.

Bu tezde, biz sabit genlikli ön kodlama fikri üzerine dayanarak, başarılabilir

veri hızı ve güç verimliliği performanslarındaki kayıpları bir miktar geri kazanmak

amacıyla büyük çok girdili çok çıktılı sistemler için birden fazla ancak sayılı nice-

likte güç yükselteç kullanımı olan çok genlikli ön kodlama tekniğini sunduk. Çok
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genlikli ön kodlama tekniğinde, antenleri gruplamak ve daha yüksek güç ihtiyacı

olan antenlerde daha fazla güç tüketmek amacıyla standart sıfır zorlama algorit-

masını kullandık. Dolayısıyla her antende aynı genliğin olması yerine anten grubu

kadar genlik seviyesi kullandık. Bu kodlama tekniklerinde, analog ve sayısal faz

kaydırıcıların olması durumlarını araştırdık ve kapsamlı simülasyonlar kullanarak

yeni sunulan yaklaşımın sabit genlikli ön kodlamaya göre önemli performans artışı

sağladığını gösterdik.

Anahtar sözcükler : Büyük çok girdili çok çıktılı sistemler, sabit genlikli ön kodlama,

çok genlikli ön kodlama.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless communications is an important part of modern information and communi-

cation technologies. In particular, the recently defined 5G technologies enable more

diverse set of users with different requirements and many new applications such as

internet of things demanding higher data rates, ultra-low latencies and higher power

efficiencies [1]. Use of massive number of antennas at the base stations (BSs), trans-

missions using millimeter waves and smaller cell configurations have recently been

considered so as to meet these increasing demands [2, 3].

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have been in use for the last few

decades, e.g., for a review of their development see [4]. MIMO techniques refer to the

use of multiple antennas in transmission and reception of signals which provide signif-

icant increase in the channel capacity and/or data reliability. There are different ways

to utilize multiple antennas for wireless transmission and reception. For instance,

beamforming technique has been used with multiple antennas for a long time in order

to increase signal to noise ratio (SNR) by directing radiation [5]. Spatial diversity

is another effective technique enabled by MIMO systems to reduce the deleterious
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effects of wireless channels [4]. Channel coding (i.e., convolutional and block codes,

trellis-coded modulation, turbo codes, low-density parity check codes) can be used to

provide time diversity over a fading channel [4]. Furthermore, channel coding can be

combined with spatial diversity which is provided via MIMO transmission techniques

to improve the system performance [4]. For instance, Alamouti scheme exploits the

independent fading of channels formed by multiple transmit antenna elements for

improved signal fidelity [6]. Through precoding, channel state information (CSI) is

exploited to determine the signal in order to minimize the degradation caused by the

channel condition [7]. Spatial multiplexing is another technique enabled by MIMO

systems which refers to splitting of high rate data to multiple lower rate signals and

parallel transmission of each data stream from different antennas [6]. Use of these

techniques depends on the knowledge of CSI; for example, if the CSI is known at

both of the transmitter and the receiver, spatial multiplexing and precoding can be

combined to maximize the system throughput.

Methods of simultaneously transmitting data to several users through the use of

multiple antennas is referred as multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) techniques. As an

example of this set-up, the use of multiple antennas in cellular communications can be

given. In MU-MIMO systems, optimal precoding is the subtraction of (non-causally

known) interference caused by multi-user communication through a technique called

dirty paper coding (DPC) as it has been shown that DPC provides Gaussian broad-

cast channel (GBC) capacity [8, 9].

The IEEE 802.16e standard uses MIMO techniques and orthogonal frequency di-

vision multiple access (OFDMA) together. MIMO systems have also been considered

in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and Long Term Evolution (LTE)

standards [10, 11].

Through utilization of more antennas, a higher number of independent data

streams and more degrees of freedom in propagation become available resulting in
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increased achievable data rates [12]. In addition to these, the BSs equipped with

multiple antennas have the capability to focus radiation patterns towards the mobile

terminals enhancing the energy efficiency and reducing interference among users. It

has recently been shown that these benefits scale up by the use of more antennas

at the BSs, however, the current state of the wireless broadband standards such as

LTE-Advanced allows for the use of at most 8 antennas [13].

By considering recent demands in wireless communications, and especially the 5G

and beyond technologies, scaling up the MIMO and working with more antennas has

recently become a popular research topic in communications and signal processing

fields [13, 3]. This new approach is called “massive MIMO” or “large-scale MIMO”

and it aims to configure communication cells where BSs are equipped with massive

number of antennas for serving a high number of mobile terminals simultaneously

[2].

1.1 Massive MIMO Systems

Massive MIMO is the scaled up version of MIMO which uses a very large number

of antennas at the BSs compared to the current state of art [1, 2]. For example,

in a massive MIMO system, a few hundred antennas located at a BS may serve

simultaneously tens of terminals using the same time-frequency resource. In 5G

technologies, the use of the millimeter wave spectrum is considered for enlarging

the frequency band of communication [14]. Recently conducted measurements of

indoor and outdoor propagation including path loss values, atmospheric absorption,

rain attenuation, reflection coefficients of different objects and building structures

at mm-wave spectrum look affirmative and encouraging for the use of mm-waves for

wireless communications [14]. In addition, the use of small cells, massive MIMO BS

structures and mm-wave spectrum support each other since large number of antennas
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provide better beamforming capabilities and the use of mm-wave spectrum makes it

easier to build large antenna arrays [3]. That is, antenna separation in the order of

millimeters is sufficient to provide independent channel realizations.

Some example massive MIMO testbeds have been designed and constructed in

[13, 15, 16, 1]. In [1], wireless channel between 4 users and different number of

BS antennas (4, 32 and 128) is measured and singular values of the channel ma-

trix are observed to evaluate the difference of the channel responses across different

users. In [13], measurement of wireless channel with a large number of antennas

(128 cylindrical BS antennas) is realized, and in [16], a linear array of one hundred

antennas is built, and this set-up is used for time synchronization, phase coherence

and uplink transmission for massive MIMO tests at Lund University. In [15], massive

MIMO gains in indoor environments are measured at Rice University with 64 planar

antennas.

Massive MIMO systems bring significant capabilities in meeting the demands of

5G and beyond technologies. These capabilities include increase in channel capacity,

energy efficiency, reduction of latency and improved robustness against intentional

jammers [1, 17, 18].

Thanks to spatial multiplexing and excess degrees of freedom, significant increases

in channel capacity are provided via massive MIMO techniques. That is, by using

maximal ratio transmission, multi-user interference becomes negligible in comparison

to the thermal noise, and many terminals can be served simultaneously. Initial

investigations suggest 10 times higher capacity than conventional MIMO systems

since many terminals can be served in the same time-frequency resource [1]. Energy

can be focused sharply at the locations of terminals by the use of excess number of

antennas [19]. Therefore, propagation effects are decreased and energy efficiencies

are improved.
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When the fading channel to the mobile terminal has a dip (very small gain) due

to the distractive additions of signals received via multiple paths, the user needs

to wait until the channel changes sufficiently which results in latency [6]. Massive

MIMO which is based on beamforming provides channel hardening and eliminates

latency [1]. Also, massive MIMO provides excess degrees of freedom which can

protect against intentional jammers.

While massive MIMO provides highly significant improvements, there are also

some challenges as building these systems necessitate solutions to some newly en-

countered problems. These problems include difficulties in channel estimation, and

potentially high built-in and operational costs of BSs [1, 13].

Figure 1.1: Illustration of different data streams in massive MIMO systems.

In wireless communications, channel estimation is generally realized by sending

predetermined pilot sequences to a receiver that is by transmitting pilot signals from

the BS and estimating the CSI at the mobile users. In a massive MIMO system,
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however, this is not doable in the downlink direction because of the length of the

pilot sequences needed (which is proportional to the number of antennas at the BS)

[1]. It is generally considered that the number of antennas is much more than the

number of mobile users served as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. Therefore, working in

time division duplex (TDD) mode, estimating the channel in the uplink (by sending

pilots from the users and estimating the CSI at the BS for each user), and relying

on the reciprocity of the channel during the downlink transmission is considered as

a feasible method in the literature [20]. Reciprocity of the channel in downlink and

uplink directions can be provided by calibration based solutions [1, 21]. However,

channel coherence time is limited and allotting a long slot for channel estimation is

not desired since it reduces the overall transmission rate. This limits the number

of orthogonal pilot sequences used in channel estimation, hence nonorthogonal pilot

sequences can be employed by mobile terminals (particularly, by the mobile terminals

at different cells). Therefore, pilot signals interfere at the BS resulting in “pilot

contamination” [20]. To overcome this problem, many different methods have been

considered in the current literature including employment of superimposed pilots, and

location and angular discrimination based channel estimation techniques [22, 23, 24].

Well-known methods in estimation theory and signal processing are also applied to

solve the channel estimation problem in massive MIMO systems including Bayesian

channel estimation and compressive sensing based solutions [25, 26]. Blind pilot

decontamination techniques which require shorter pilot sequences is presented in

[27, 28].

Due to the use of massive number of antennas at a BS, a very large number of

RF components are needed in the BS circuitry. These include highly linear power

amplifiers (PAs), phase shifters (PSs), RF switches, analog to digital converters

(ADCs), large coaxial cables, etc. [1]. Considering that in conventional schemes, the

number of PAs should be equal to the number of RF chains, the PA costs become

very high. Further, highly linear power amplifiers are not preferable in terms power

efficiency [29]. For instance it is noted that approximately 6 times more power
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efficient RF components especially PAs are generally nonlinear [29]. Therefore, use of

non-linear amplifiers, and decreasing the required number of PAs present themselves

as effective solutions to reduce hardware and operational costs. To decrease the

number of PAs and to make the nonlinear PAs usable at the BS circuitry, constant

envelope (CE) precoding has been proposed in the literature [30, 31, 32]. The idea

is the following: in CE precoding, signal amplitudes of all the transmit antennas are

picked to be identical, hence utilizing one PA coupled with phase shifters in front of

each antenna element is sufficient for implementation as demonstrated in Fig. 1.2.

Furthermore, by CE precoding, the use of nonlinear PAs is made possible since only

one of them is employed.

Figure 1.2: Model of RF chain for CE signal transmission from each BS antenna

In order to lower the hardware costs, another idea is to use low precision (e.g.,

one bit) ADCs since ADC costs and energy consumption increase with the number

of precision bits [33]. Maximal ratio combining (MRC), zero forcing (ZF) and least

squares (LS) filters have been utilized to analyze one bit ADC performance in massive

MIMO systems [33]. It is shown that utilizing one bit ADCs causes significant

degradation in data rates in the high SNR regime [33]. Also, channel estimation

with the use of pilot sequences is problematic if only one bit ADCs are utilized at
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the BSs [34]. To recover the performance loss due to the use of one bit ADCs for

all antennas, a few antennas are coupled with high-precision ADCs, and most of

the antennas are used with one-bit ADCs where the resulting scheme is called as

“Mix-ADC” [35]. It is shown that the achievable rate performance of the Mix-ADC

scheme is better than the solely low-precision ADC case at the cost of some increase

in hardware complexity and energy efficiency. However, it is also noted that other

switching algorithms are also required in order to provide the use of high precision

ADCs for sampling signals from the antennas having better channel conditions to

make the Mix ADC scheme more practical.

As it is explained above, the massive MIMO systems promise much for the next

generation and beyond wireless communication technologies, however, there are many

challenges that need to be met to make their use practical which motivates the work

in this thesis.

1.2 Scope of the Thesis

In this thesis, we focus on hardware complexity of BSs in massive MIMO systems.

Specifically, we present multi-envelope precoding techniques which utilize more than

one (but only a few, e.g., 2 or 3) PAs at the base stations in order to reduce the

performance loss caused by the stringent constraints of CE precoding compared to

the average-only power constraint precoding techniques.

In CE precoding, constant envelope complex (low-pass equivalent) signals are

transmitted from the BS antennas to simultaneously provide data to mobile ter-

minals by appropriately determining phase values in order to cancel out multi-user

interference (MUI) at each user [30]. It is shown that massive MIMO gain and sup-

pression of MUI is still possible under CE precoding assumption even though it is
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much more restrictive than average only power constraint (APC) precoding tech-

niques [30]. However, the minimum required power in order to provide an achievable

rate with CE precoding is greater than the one with APC precoding [30, 31].

Motivated by this observation, we consider the use of a few PAs and employment

of different envelopes for different antenna groups instead of a constant envelope for

the transmitted signals from all the antennas. We determine the group of antennas

requiring higher powers by considering the solution of the zero-forcing algorithm

which uses CSI and data vector of all mobile terminals, and assign lower envelopes for

antennas requiring lower amplitude signals for the transmission of a given information

symbol vector. That is, we perform multi-envelope precoding by considering the CSI

and user symbols instead of using a constant envelope for all the antennas. We

employ the proposed multi-envelope precoding technique for massive MIMO systems

over both flat and frequency selective fading channels.

The use of digital phase shifters which enable a discrete set of phase values in

CE precoding scheme for massive MIMO systems is considered in [32]. Through

discrete phase shifters, the hardware complexity is decreased and also the system

becomes more robust against voltage control line noises [36]. With this motivation,

we further extend the newly proposed multi-envelope precoding scheme to the case of

discrete phase shifters and develop solutions that utilize trellis based constant enve-

lope precoding (TB-CEP) algorithm of [32]. The TB-CEP algorithm is a multi-stage

approach which aims to minimize the objective function whose j-th term depends

only on the first j variables. This motivates us to reorder the antennas for the multi-

stage solution and to allow for more power on antennas requiring higher envelope

signals again by using the zero-forcing solution.

We demonstrate via extensive simulations that the newly proposed multi-envelope

precoding techniques provide significant improvements in recovering the performance

loss of CE precoding for both cases of discrete and continuous phase shifters. For

10



instance, for a system with 200 antennas serving 40 mobile terminals over a Rayleigh

fading channel, the proposed multi-envelope precoding requires around 1 dB less

power compared to CE precoding solution to provide an achievable date rate of 2

bits per channel use per user.

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the zero-forcing based

precoding in massive MIMO systems. We also go over the CE precoding technique

for flat and frequency selective fading channels. In Chapter 3, we propose multi-

envelope precoding solutions and compare the resulting performances with those

of CE precoding. In Chapter 4, we study the use of multi-envelope precoding for

massive MIMO systems with discrete-phase shifters at a BS building on the recent

proposal of CE precoding with digital phase shifters in [32]. Finally, we conclude

the thesis in Chapter 5 with a summary of contributions and suggestions for future

research.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries for Massive MIMO

Systems

An enabling technology to satisfy the requirements of 5G wireless systems and be-

yond is massive MIMO as it is recently proven that utilizing a very large number

of antennas at a base station increases channel capacity and energy efficiency. A

BS equipped with massive MIMO technology can serve many mobile users simulta-

neously. In such systems, while many users are served, the number of users is still

significantly less than the number of antennas on each base station. Despite many

advantages offered by these systems, the use of very large number of antennas at

a BS brings about some challenges which includes difficulties in channel estimation

and increased hardware complexity.

In massive MIMO systems, channel estimation in downlink is a difficult problem

because the necessary number of orthogonal pilot sequences is too large due to the

need to estimate the channel for each BS antenna. In other words, providing or-

thogonal pilot sequences requires a long slot for channel estimation, and this causes

12



significant reduction in total data rates since much of the system resources would be

spent for estimation purposes. Also, the channel coherence time is limited. There-

fore, a reasonable strategy is to estimate the uplink channel at the BS, and rely on

channel reciprocity [20]. Although this causes pilot contamination [20] among users

the problem becomes much more manageable. After channel estimation, a suitable

precoding algorithm is utilized at the BS to combat the channel variations and to

cancel out the multi-user interference effects to maximize the system throughput.

At the receiver side, the user’s data is decoded by using a simple matched filter. In

other words, precoding is a crucial step in massive MIMO systems.

In this chapter, we review two topics related to massive MIMO systems which will

be used throughout the thesis. We first explain the zero-forcing based precoding ap-

proach which uses only an average power constraint. We then review two important

papers for the development of this thesis, i.e., [30, 31] for reduced hardware complex-

ity approaches which use only one nonlinear PA in the BS circuitry, i.e., performing

constant envelope precoding.

2.1 System Model

A massive MIMO system with a BS equipped with N antennas and serving M single

antenna terminals is considered. The channel gain between the k-th user and the

n-th BS antenna is denoted by hk,n and the channel vector from all the BS antennas

to the k-th user is given by the vector hk = [hk,1, hk,2, ..., hk,N ]T . The channel matrix

between all the BS antennas and all the users is shown by H ∈ CM×N where the

(k, n)-th element of the matrix is hk,n. PBS denotes the total transmitted power.
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2.2 Zero-Forcing Precoding for Massive MIMO

Systems

Zero-forcing (null steering) is a signal processing method which approximately pro-

vides interference cancellation hence it approximates the channel capacity if the

perfect knowledge of CSI is available at the BS [8, 37]. As high number of antennas

are utilized for massive MIMO systems, through the use linear precoding techniques

(i.e., zero-forcing precoding, maximal ratio combining), the effects of fast fading and

intra-cell multi-user interference (due to the use of orthogonal pilot sequences in a

cell) disappear, and only inter-cell interference (with the reuse of pilot sequences at

neighboring cells) remains [2]. Let u be the symbol vector which will be transmitted

to the mobile terminals. In matrix form, the relationship between the received signal

and the transmit signal for a massive MIMO system is given by

yM×1 = HM×NxN×1 + wM×1 (2.1)

where w is the white circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise vector, x is trans-

mitted signal vector and y is the received signal vector. The zero-forcing vector is

given by

zf = HH(HHH)−1u (2.2)

where HH is the Hermitian of channel matrix. Then, the transmitted signal vector

becomes

xzf = αzf (2.3)

where α =

√
PBS

zfHzf
. With zero-forcing precoding, the relationship between the

received signal and the symbol vector is given by
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yzf = H xzf + w

= α(H HH)(H HH)−1 u + w,

= α(H HH)(H HH)−1 u + w,

= αu + w.

(2.4)

In other words, the noise-free received signal (yzf − w) is a scaled version of the

information symbol vector which means that the interference due to the simultaneous

transmissions is canceled out as we consider a single cell scenario.

While zero-forcing technique is highly effective, one downside is the need for large

variations among the signal amplitudes of different antennas which is only possible

with the use of N highly linear (and very expensive) power amplifiers in the BS

circuitry [1, 30].

2.3 Constant Envelope Precoding for Massive

MIMO Systems

One way to decrease the hardware complexity of massive MIMO systems is to utilize

constant envelope (CE) precoding in transmission. In CE precoding, the use of only

one (nonlinear) PA coupled with phase shifters in front of each antenna element is

sufficient as the CE signal is generated by varying only the phase of the constant

amplitude baseband signals providing significant savings in complexity.

A natural question that arises with the use of CE precoding is whether the multi-

user interference (MUI) suppression and effective array gain can still be achieved or

not. Different from the solutions with APC, the CE precoding is highly restrictive

as does not allow for variations among the signal levels of different antennas. In
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[30], the CE precoding scheme is considered with the objective of minimizing the

MUI at each user. When information symbols for each user and the channel state

information (CSI) between the base station (BS) and users is given, constant envelope

signals are determined in such a way that the MUI energy at each user is made as

small as possible. In this section, we explain the CE precoding algorithm of [30] for

massive MIMO systems under flat fading channels and illustrate the performance of

the scheme via simulations.

2.3.1 System Model

With the CE constraint, the power transmitted from each antenna becomes PBS/N .

Then, it is clear that signal from the n-th BS antenna is given by xn =
√
PBS/Ne

jθn

where θn is the phase angle of the constant envelope signal. We define θ =

[θ1, θ2, ..., θN ]T as the phase angle vector.

When constant envelope signals are transmitted from the BS antennas, the signal

received at the k-th user is given by

yk =
√
PBS/N

N∑
n=1

hk,ne
jθn + wk, k = 1, 2, ...,M. (2.5)

Here, wk ∼ CN(0, σ2) is the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise at the k-th

user. Let uk ∈ Uk (where Uk is the unit energy information alphabet) represent the

normalized symbol which is transmitted to k-th user and, Ek be the symbol energy for

k = 1, 2, ...,M . Then, u = [
√
E1u1, ...,

√
EMuM ]T is the scaled information symbol

vector and U ,
√
E1U1 ×

√
E2U2 × ... ×

√
EMUM is the fixed scaled information

symbol library for all the users.
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2.3.2 MUI Analysis

With the transmission phase angle vector θ, and uk denoting the information symbol

to the k-th user, using (2.5), the received signal at the k-th user can be expressed as

yk =
√
PBS

√
Ekuk +

√
PBSsk + wk, (2.6)

where

sk =

∑N
n=1 hk,ne

jθn

√
N

−
√
Ekuk

Here,
√
PBSsk is the MUI term in the received signal. As proved in [30], the

MUI term vanishes as the number of antennas goes to infinity. This behavior can

be explained as follows. By using (2.6), the noise-free received signal after dividing

with PBS can be expressed as

fk =

∑N
n=1 hk,ne

jθn

√
N

, θn ∈ [−π, π), n = 1, 2, ..., N. (2.7)

Then, the range of noise free signals that can be received by the users generate a

set, M(H) where any vector f = [f1, ..., fM ] ∈ M(H). In other words, any f can be

expressed by at least one θf = [θf1 , ..., θ
f
N ]. Let the N/M be integral without loss of

generality. Then, the summation on θf can be expressed as a sum of N/M terms.

fk =

N/M∑
i=1

vik, v
i
k ,

1√
N

 iM∑
l=(i−1)M+1

hk,le
jθfl

 , i = 1, ...,
N

M
. (2.8)

In this expression, each term of the summation is topologically similar since all

the channel gains between the BS antennas and the users have the same statistical

properties, and under some mild conditions,M(H) expands if N increases. However,

the volume is fixed since the BS power is constant so the setM(H) becomes denser

with increasing N [30]. In other words, with fixed M and Ek values, increasing N

sufficiently large provides a nonzero probability for any vector f ∈ M(H) which is
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very close to u = [
√
E1u1, ...,

√
EMuM ] in terms of Euclidean distance. Therefore,

increasing N while M and Ek are fixed provides with reduction in the MUI energy

at each user.

2.3.3 CE Precoding Algorithm

Signal envelope is constant so the precoder in this setup only aims to choose the θ

vector which decreases the MUI energy at each user in order to enable reliable com-

munication between the BS and mobile terminals. This problem can be formulated

as a non-linear least squares (NLS) optimization problem, i.e.,

θu = [θu1 , ..., θ
u
N ]T = argmin

θi∈[−π,π),i=1,...,N

g(θ,u), (2.9)

where

g(θ,u) ,
M∑
k=1

|sk|2

=
M∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
∑N

n=1 hk,ne
jθn

√
N

−
√
Ekuk

∣∣∣∣∣
2

.

Although the NLS problem in (2.9) is non-convex and it has many local minima, it

has been observed in [30] that its solution at most local minima is small enough if

the ratio of N/M is high, that is, if a large number of degrees of freedom is available.

Also, a fast iterative algorithm has been proposed to solve this problem in [30] (which

is summarized in Algorithm 1).

In Algorithm 1, there are N sub-iterations in each iteration. Let “p” denote the

iteration count and “q” be the subiteration count. If q = N , algorithm moves to the

(p+ 1, q)-th iteration. Otherwise, it moves to the (p, q + 1)-th iteration. Let θp,q be
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Algorithm 1 Iterative CE precoding algorithm for massive MIMO systems.

1. θ = 0

2. for iter = 1 to iterationCount do

3. for i = 1 to N do

4. Calculate interference on each user by neglecting the signal from

the i-th antenna

5. Multiply it with the Hermitian of the channel from i-th antenna to

that user.

6. Sum the resulting term for all users.

7. Get the argument of the summation.

8. θi = π + argument

9. end for

10. end for
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the set of angles after the q-th subiteration of the p-th iteration. Then, keeping all

the other phase angles the same as the previous subiteration, θp,q+1 is

θ(p,q+1) = argmin
θ=θ

(p,q)
1 ,...θ

(p,q)
q ,φ,θ

(p,q)
q+2 ,...,θ

(p,q)
N ,φ∈[−π,π)

g(θ,u),

= π + arg

( M∑
k=1

h∗k,q+1√
N

[(
1√
N

N∑
n=1, 6=q+1

hk,ne
jθ

(p,q)
n

)
−
√
Ekuk

])
θ
(p,q+1)
i = θ

(p,q)
i , i = 1, 2, ..., N, i 6= q + 1.

(2.10)

The number of iterations in Algorithm 1 is selected much smaller than N , and

each iteration includes N subiterations. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm

to compute all N transmit phase angles is O(MN). Denoting the phase angles after

the last iteration as θ̂
u

= [θ̂1
u
, ..., θ̂N

u
]T , the MUI at the k-th user is expressed as

follows

ŝk =

(∑N
n=1 hk,ne

jθ̂un

√
N

−
√
Ekuk

)
. (2.11)

By using this expression, the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) at the

k-th user is given by

γk(H,E,
PBS
σ2

) =
Ek

Eu1,...,uM [|ŝk|2] +
σ2

PBS

(2.12)

where E , [E1, ..., EM ]T is the vector of symbol energies of all users and

Eu1,...,uM [|ŝk|2] is the expected value of MUI energy over normalized user symbols. It

is desired to have a low MUI at each receiver which corresponds to a larger SINR

value and hence an increased data rate.

An example is provided in Fig. 2.1. The channels are assumed to be independent

Rayleigh fading, the codebooks are assumed to be complex Gaussian for all the users

with U1 = U2 = ... = UM = CN (0, 1), and E1 = E2 = ... = EM = 1 are picked. The

figure illustrates the resulting MUI energy averaged over the channel statistics, i.e.,

EH[|ŝk|2].
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the MUI at each user as a function of the number of BS

antennas over Rayleigh fading channel.

It is observed that for a fixed information symbol energy and number of users,

the average MUI energy decreases with increasing the number of BS antennas. To

increase the SINR level further, from (2.12), it is obvious that information symbol

energy, Ek, for each user should be increased and MUI energies at each user should

be kept sufficiently small which is possible by increasing N and Ek proportionally. It

is inferred through Fig. 2.1 that the per user ergodic MUI energy can be kept small

if Ek increases with increasing N . Furthermore, it is possible to decrease PBS while

keeping a constant received SINR level if N and Ek increases accordingly since noise

effect
σ2

PBS
increases with reduction in total transmit power PBS as in (2.12).
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2.3.4 Achievable Information Sum Rate

In this section, an ergodic information sum rate is given for the proposed CE pre-

coding algorithm (developed in [30]). We denote the mutual information by I and

differential entropy for continuous random variables by h. When the information al-

phabet, U1 = ... = UM , information symbol energy, E1, ...EM , and total BS transmit

power to noise ratio,
PBS
σ2

are fixed, the mutual information expression between yk

and uk becomes

I (yk, uk) = h(uk)− h(uk|yk)

= h(uk)− h
(
uk −

yk√
PBS
√
Ek

∣∣∣∣yk)
≥ h(uk)− h

(
uk −

yk√
PBS
√
Ek

) (2.13)

where the second line follows as the subtracted term only includes the conditioned

random variable, and the third line follows since conditioning is removed. After

combining (2.11) and (2.13), it can be shown that a lower bound on the mutual

information for the k-th user is given by

I (yk, uk) ≥ h(uk)− h
(

ŝk√
Ek

+
wk√

PBS
√
Ek

)
(2.14)

where uk is a complex random variable with unit variance, denoting the k-th user’s

information symbol. We select it as a complex Gaussian random variable to maximize

the right hand side resulting in

I (yk, uk) = log2(πe)− h
(

ŝk√
Ek

+
wk√

PBS
√
Ek

)
(2.15)

Since differential entropy is maximized with complex Gaussian random variables

(under a power constraint), the largest value for the second term on the right hand

side can be obtained as log2

(
πe var

[
ŝk√
Ek

+
wk√

PBS
√
Ek

])
resulting in a lower bound

to mutual information given by

I (yk, uk) ≥ log2(πe)− log2
(
πe var

[
ŝk√
Ek

+
wk√

PBS
√
Ek

])
. (2.16)
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where var is variance operator. Noting that E[|X|2] ≥ var(X) for any complex

random variable X, we can further write

I (yk, uk) ≥ log2(πe)− log2
(
πeE

[ ∣∣∣∣ ŝk√Ek +
wk√

PBS
√
Ek

∣∣∣∣2 ])
= log2(πe)− log2

(
πe

E|ŝk|2

Ek
+

σ2

PBSEk

)
= log2

(
γk(H,E,

PBS
σ2

)

) (2.17)

Clearly, Rk(H, E,
PBS
σ2

) = log2

(
γk(H,E,

PBS
σ2

)

)
is an achievable information rate.

By adding the achievable rates of all the users Rk(H, E,
PBS
σ2

) and averaging over

the channel statistics, an ergodic information sum rate for this set-up is obtained as

RCE

(
E,

PBS
σ2

)
,

M∑
k=1

EH

[
Rk(H,E,

PBS
σ2

)

]
. (2.18)

The system being considered is nothing but a Gaussian broadcast channel (GBC).

The ergodic information sum rate for this GBC with CE precoding can be further

optimized on the energies picked for each user. Assuming that E1 = E2 = ... =

EM = Ê and that all the users have the same information alphabet as in (2.19), we

can optimize this rate over the energy value Ê, i.e., the achievable rate becomes

RCE

(
PBS
σ2

)
, max

E |E1=E2=...=EM=Ê>0
RCE

(
E,

PBS
σ2

)
. (2.19)

As an example, we illustrate the minimum power requirement for a given achiev-

able bit per channel use (bpcu) rate in Fig. 2.2. The channels are assumed to be

independent Rayleigh fading, the codebooks are complex Gaussian for all the users

with U1 = U2 = ... = UM = CN (0, 1). Maximization in (2.19) is performed numeri-

cally by varying Ê. The figure illustrates the required minimum
PBS
σ2

values for an

achievable rate level RCE

(
PBS
σ2

)
.
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Figure 2.2: The required
PBS
σ2

ratio versus the number of antennas for a per-user

rate of 2 bpcu over a Rayleigh fading channel.

In order to compare the performance of CE precoding with that of APC precoding,

the cooperative upper bound on the GBC sum-capacity is also plotted [30, 38]. We

observe in Fig. 2.2 that there is a gap between the achievable rates with APC and CE

precoding solutions. For example, for large number of antennas, the gap between the

APC precoding and CE precoding is only around 1.7 dB. This is remarkable since the

constant envelope constraint is much more restrictive than the average only power

constraint. Further, it is demonstrated that the array gain is maintained with the

CE constraint, i.e., the required
PBS
σ2

level decreases by 3 dB with the use of twice

as many BS antennas.

We report the simulated achievable transmission rates in bits per channel use
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Figure 2.3: Average achievable data rate (in bpcu) versus the number of antennas

over a Rayleigh fading channel. Ek = PBS = 10, σ2 = 1.

versus the number of BS antennas for different number of users in Fig. 2.3. It

is observed that when the symbol energy and the average power of BS are fixed,

increasing the number of BS antennas provides improvements in per user achievable

information rates as expected. This is because increasing the number of BS antennas

while the symbol energies are kept fixed results in reduction in the MUI energy. Also,

it is observed that after some point, the MUI becomes negligible compared to the

AWGN level, hence increasing the number of antennas beyond this point does not

offer any further significant improvements in the resulting achievable information

rates.
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2.4 Constant Envelope Precoding for Frequency

Selective Channels

The CE precoding technique which can be used for flat fading channels as in [30] is

further adapted to massive MIMO systems with frequency selective fading in [31].

Frequency selective discrete-time complex baseband channel between the n-th BS

antenna and the k-th user is modeled as a finite impulse response filter of length L

with the tap coefficients hk,n[0], hk,n[1], ..., hk,n[L−1]. Let θ[t] = [θ1[t], θ2[t], ..., θN [t]]T

be the phase angle vector for time t, then the signal received at the k-th user at time

t is written as

yk[t] =

√
PBS
N

N∑
n=1

L−1∑
l=0

hk,n[l]ejθn[t−l] + wk[t] (2.20)

where wk[t] denotes the complex Gaussian noise term.

2.4.1 Precoder Design

The channel is frequency selective, hence there is inter-symbol interference (ISI) be-

tween consecutive L received symbols as shown in (2.20). This is why, the idea of

CE precoding approach developed for flat fading channel case cannot be applied di-

rectly to this setup. That is, the transmit phase angles at a time instance cannot be

solved independently of the previous angles used. Therefore, a blockwise transmis-

sion scheme is considered. The data transmission period at the downlink direction

following a channel estimation slot can be considered as the precoding block. This

necessitates determination of phase angles of all the antennas for an entire coherence

time, T, after the channel estimation period. In this manner, there is no ISI between

consecutive blocks since the ISI terminates during channel estimation phase.

For a given CSI and symbol sequence to be transmitted in a given coherence
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interval denoted by u[1],u[2], ...,u[T ], the transmission phase angles are calculated

via the following optimization problem:

[θu[1],θu[2], ...,θu[T ]] =

argmin
θun,t∈[−π,π),t=1,2,...,T,n=1,2,...,N

T∑
t=1

M∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
∑N

n=1

∑L−1
l=0 hk,n[l]ejθn[t−l]√

N
−
√
Ekuk[t]

∣∣∣∣∣
2 (2.21)

There are a large number of optimization variables in this problem, hence the

complexity is much higher than that of the flat fading case. This is why, it is proposed

to split the transmission block into several subblocks which will simplify the problem.

This splitting idea is heuristic and there is no proof about its optimality, however,

extensive simulation results have shown its excellent performance in [31].

Length of transmission blocks, τ , which is much less than T and much greater than

L is reasonable to provide both an acceptable complexity and proportionally less

degradation in the system performance. If the MUI terms are split into blocks of

length, τ , the optimization problem in (2.21) becomes

[θu[1],θu[2], ...,θu[T ]] = argmin
θun,t∈[−π,π),t=1,2,...,T,n=1,2,...,N

dT/re∑
r=1

Ir,

Ir , f(θ[(r − 1)T−L+ 2], ...,θ[min(T, rτ)],u[(r − 1)T + 1], ...,u[min(T, rτ)])

=

min(T,rτ)∑
t=(r−1)τ+1

M∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
∑N

n=1

∑L−1
l=0 hk,n[l]ejθn[t−l]√

N
−
√
Ekuk[t]

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2.22)

In this problem, there are T/τ optimization blocks. Ir denotes the r-th block which

is a function of θr , (θ[(r − 1)τ + 1]T , ...,θ[min(T, rτ)]T )T , and it also depends on

the phase angles transmitted at the time instances (r−1)τ−L+2, ..., (r−1)τ (in the

previous block). The CE precoding is applied sequentially. I1 is solved independently,

and I2 is solved by knowing the last L− 1 phase vectors of I1, and continuing in this
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manner until the last block is solved, and the CE precoding operation for the entire

coherence time is completed.

An iterative algorithm to solve for the phases of the r-th block is proposed in [31]

is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Iterative CE precoding algorithm for massive MIMO systems

over frequency selective channels.

1. Θ = 0N×T

2. for iter = 1 to iterationCount do

3. for t = (r − 1)τ + 1 to min(rτ, T ) do

4. for n = 1 to N do

5. Calculate interference on each user for all channel paths

by neglecting the signal from the n-th antenna at time t.

6. Multiply it with the Hermitian of the channel coefficient from

n-th antenna to that user

7. Sum the resulting terms for all users.

8. Get the argument of the summation.

9. θn[t] = π + argument

10. end for

11. end for

12. end for

Let dr , min(τ, T − (r − 1)τ) and Lr(t) = min(L − 1,min(T, rτ) − t) that is,
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dr represents the length of the block which is generally equal to τ except for the

last block and it can be less than τ in the last one if T/τ is not integral. Lr(t)

addresses the channel length to be considered at time t which becomes less than L

towards the end of the block since the signal received in the next block is not to be

taken into consideration at the current one. Therefore, there are Ndr subiterations

in each iteration, and all the antenna phases are determined sequentially. After the

(n, q)-th iteration where n represents the antenna index and q is for the time index,

the algorithm moves to the (n + 1, q)-th iteration if n < N , and it moves to the

(1, q + 1)-th iteration if n = N and q < dr. If the subiteration Ndr is completed,

then the algorithm moves to the next iteration. At the (n, q)-th subiteration, Ndr−1

phase angles are fixed and the (n, q)-th phase angle is calculated as follows

θn[(r − 1)τ + q] = argmin
φ∈[−π,π)

fr(θ1[(r − 1)τ + 1], ...φ, ..., θN [(r − 1)τ + dr])

= π + arg

( (r−1)τ+q+Lr((r−1)τ+q)∑
t=(r−1)τ+q

M∑
k=1

h∗k,n[t− (r − 1)τ − q]Sn,(r−1)τ+q(k, t)
)

(2.23)

where

Sn,(r−1)τ+q(k, t) ,

∑N
i=1

∑L−1
l=0, (i,l)6=(n,t−(r−1)τ+q) hk,i[l]e

jθi[t−l]

√
N

−
√
Ekuk[t].

At the (n, q)-th subiteration, the signal from the n-th antenna at time q is not used

which is clearly shown by

Sn,(r−1)τ+q(k, t) =

∑N
i=1

∑L−1
l=0 hk,i[l]e

jθi[t−l]
√
N

−
√
Ekuk[t]−

hk,n[t− (r − 1)τ + q]ejθi[t−l]√
N

.

(2.24)

The complexity of computing NT transmit phase angles in Algorithm 2 is

O(NMLT ) if τ � L. Therefore, the complexity for per channel use becomes

O(NML).
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2.4.2 Achievable Information Sum Rate

When the proposed CE precoding algorithm for frequency selective channels is em-

ployed, the phase angle transmitted from the n-th antenna at time t is calculated

as θ̂un[t] for the scaled information symbol vectors, u[t], t = 1, ..., T . Then, the MUI

signal at the k-th user at time t is given by

Iuk [t] =

∑N
i=1

∑L−1
l=0 hk,i[l]e

jθ̂ui [t−l]
√
N

−
√
Ekuk[t]. (2.25)

Thus, the received signal at the k-th user at time t is expressed in terms of the

MUI energy as follows

yk[t] =
√
PBS

√
Ekuk[t] +

√
PBSI

u
k [t] + wk[t] (2.26)

where wk[t] is the additive white Gaussian noise term.

If yk = [yk[1], ..., yk[T ]]T is the received signal vector, uk = [
√
Ekuk[1], ...,

√
Ekuk[T ]]T

is the scaled information symbol vector, wk = [wk[1], ..., wk[T ]]T is the additive white

Gaussian noise vector, Iuk = [Iuk [1], ..., Iuk [T ]]T is the MUI energy vector at the k-th

user, and H represents all channel vectors from the BS antennas to users, then the

conditional mutual information between yk and uk becomes

I(yk; uk|H) = h(uk)− h(uk −
1√
PBS

yk|yk,H) (2.27)

Differential entropy is maximized for independent identically distributed (i.i.d) com-

plex Gaussian random variables (under a power constraint). If uk is selected as

complex Gaussian, we obtain

I(yk; uk|H) = T log2(πeEk)− h(uk −
1√
PBS

yk|yk,H). (2.28)

Then, by removing the conditioning on yk, a lower bound on the mutual information

is derived as follows

I(yk; uk|H) ≥ T log2(πeEk)− h(uk −
1√
PBS

yk|H). (2.29)
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If the autocorrelation matrix is Rz , E[zkzk
H ] for a random complex vector zk

then complex Gaussian distribution becomes the one which maximizes the differential

entropy. Therefore, h(uk − yk
1√
PBS
|H) ≤ log2((πe)

T |Rz|). With this observation,

an achievable rate is expressed as

Rk(H,E,
PBS
σ2

) , T max

(
0, log2(Ek)−

log2

(∣∣∣∣E[IukIuk
H |H] +

σ2

PBS
I

∣∣∣∣)
T

)
(2.30)

where |.| denotes the determinant, and the expectation is computed over the data

symbols conditioned on the channel gains. In other words, for a given channel matrix

H, we have

I(yk; uk|H) ≥ Rk(H,E,
PBS
σ2

).

In order to calculate the ergodic achievable rates, expectation of Rk(H,E,
PBS
σ2

) over

the channel statistics is also needed.

As an example, we simulate the achievable information rate in bits per channel

use versus the number of BS antennas for different number of users and channel

lengths in Fig. 2.4. The channel paths are assumed to be independent Rayleigh

fading ∼ CN (0, 1/L), and the codebooks are assumed to be complex Gaussian for

all the users with U1 = U2 = ... = UM = CN (0, 1).

Observations from Fig. 2.4 are very similar to the corresponding results with

the flat fading case (reported in Fig. 2.3). It is observed that when the symbol

energy and the average BS power are fixed, increasing the number of BS antennas

provides improvements in per user achievable information rate. Also, it is observed

that after some point the MUI becomes negligible compared to AWGN power, hence

increasing the number of antennas further does not offer any improvements in the

resulting achievable information rates. Furthermore, when the channel length is

small, the performance of the algorithm is improved because the dependence between

consecutively received signals is reduced.
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Figure 2.4: Average achievable data rate (in bpcu) versus the number of BS antennas.

PBS = Ek = 1, σ2 = 0.1, τ = 3L and T = 3τ .

2.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed two important subjects related to massive MIMO

systems which will be used throughout the the thesis. Namely, we have discussed

zero-forcing precoding and CE precoding solutions under both flat fading channels

and frequency selective channels for massive MIMO systems [30, 31]. We have shown

that the array gain and suppression of the MUI energy are still achieved even if con-

stant envelope precoding is used. However, it is also noticed that some additional

power is required to achieve an ergodic information sum rate compared to APC

precoding. In other words there is some performance loss in the achievable rates

and power efficiencies offered by CE precoding. The rest of the thesis addresses

approaches trying to close this gap while still maintaining the benefits of CE precod-

ing.
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Chapter 3

Multi-Envelope Precoding for

Massive MIMO Systems

As discussed in the previous chapter, constant envelope precoding is an effective

method to obtain array gain and suppression of multi-user interference for massive

MIMO systems under both flat fading and frequency selective fading conditions.

However, the CE constraint is much more restrictive than the APC, hence it requires

a higher power compared to APC precoding for the same achievable sum rate. For

example, for a system with 200 antennas serving 10 mobile users over independent

Rayleigh fading channels, for an achievable rate of 2 bits per channel use per user,

1.7 dB more power is needed as illustrated in Chapter 2.

With the objective of closing the performance gap between the CE precoding and

the APC precoding solutions, in this chapter, we propose the use of more than one

but only a few (e.g., 2 or 3) power amplifiers. To do this, we group the BS antennas,

split the total power among these groups, and apply CE precoding to each group

separately resulting in a multi-envelope precoding solution. We split the power before
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angle determination stage as shown in Fig. 3.1 to be able to use low complexity

algorithms in [30, 31] as simultaneously determining the envelope levels and the

phases increases the complexity of the system. We consider multi-envelope precoding

solution for both flat fading and frequency selective fading channel conditions.

Figure 3.1: Multi-envelope precoding block diagram.

The chapter is organized as follows: we explain the proposed multi-envelope pre-

coding approach in massive MIMO systems for flat fading channels and provide

numerical examples that compare the new algorithm with the CE and APC precod-

ing solutions in Section 3.1. We then modify the solution to the case of frequency

selective fading in Section 3.2, and compare the multi-envelope precoding result with

those of CE precoding via numerical examples. The chapter is concluded in Section

3.3.
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3.1 Multi-Envelope Precoding over Flat Fading

Channels

The system model is very similar to the one in Chapter 2, hence we do not repeat it

here. The difference is in the solution approach, that is, here we have multiple groups

of antennas with different envelope levels. For antenna grouping, we have considered

different methods including use of the sum of the absolute values of the channel gains

from an antenna element to all the users, however, the most effective technique is

found to be using a zero-forcing precoding solution first and identifying the groups

based on its results. This approach use both CSI and user symbol information in

grouping the antennas.

Zero-forcing precoding is a successful method with the average only power con-

straint to cancel out the MUI energy, and hence it can work in interference free

region [1]. Therefore, grouping the antennas by considering the zero-forcing criteria

and supplying more power on the antennas that require higher signal levels have the

potential to decrease the gap between the APC precoding and the CE precoding

solutions.

3.1.1 Antenna Grouping by Zero-Forcing Precoder

We denote the power coefficient vector with pN×1zf = [p1zf , p
2
zf , ..., p

N
zf ]

T where pnzf

is power coefficient for the n-th antenna. With a PAs, the elements of pzf take

on a distinct values. We calculate the zero-forcing vector as in (2.2) and use the

absolute value of its elements to generate pzf . Values of the power coefficients and

the number of antenna elements in each group can be determined according to the

PAs used at the BS circuitry. For simplicity, we assume that N is divisible by

the number of PAs and we use groups of equal number of elements. Hence, we
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choose the power coefficient (envelope) of each group by considering the total BS

power constraint, pTzfpzf = N . As the number of elements in each group is equal,

p21 + p22 + ...+ p2a
a

= 1. For instance, p1 > 1 is considered as the coefficients of the first

group of antennas (the corresponding absolute value of the term in the zero forcing

vector is greater than that of the remaining half of the antennas) and p2 =
√

2− p21
is the envelope level for the remaining ones if there are 2 PAs at the BS.

Then, the received signal at the k-th user is expressed as

yk =
√
PBS/N

N∑
n=1

hk,np
n
zfe

jθn + wk, k = 1, 2, ...,M. (3.1)

If the information symbol of the k-th user uk is used in (3.1), the received signal

is expressed as

yk =
√
PBS

√
Ekuk +

√
PBSsk + wk, (3.2)

where

sk =
1√
N

N∑
n=1

hk,np
n
zfe

jθn −
√
Ekuk (3.3)

is the MUI term at the k-th user.

3.1.2 Precoder Design

Signal envelopes are determined before the phase angle solution stage. In order to

solve the transmission phase angles resulting in small MUI energies compared to the

complex Gaussian noise at each user, a nonlinear least squares optimization problem
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in (3.4) is formulated for known u, CSI and pzf values, namely,

θu = [θu1 , ..., θ
u
N ] = argmin

θi∈[−π,π),i=1,...,N

g(θ,u),

g(θ,u) ,
M∑
k=1

|sk|2 =
M∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
∑N

n=1 h
n
kp

n
zfe

jθn

√
N

−
√
Ekuk

∣∣∣∣∣
2 (3.4)

As in the solution of CE precoding reviewed in Chapter 2, the solution of this

optimization problem at most local minima is small enough if the ratio of N/M

is high. Therefore, Algorithm 1 of Chapter 2 can be modified as Algorithm 3 to

calculate the transmission phase angles for a given pzf vector.

In Algorithm 3, iterations proceed in the same way as in Algorithm 1, however,

the function for determining the phase angles changes as antennas have different

power coefficients instead of the same envelope levels. At the (p, q + 1)-th iteration,

θp,q+1 is calculated by using

θ(p,q+1) = argmin
θ=θ

(p,q)
1 ,...θ

(p,q)
q ,φ,θ

(p,q)
q+2 ,...,θ

(p,q)
N ,φ∈[−π,π)

g(θ,u),

= π + arg

( M∑
k=1

h∗k,q+1√
N

[(
1√
N

N∑
n=1,6=q+1

hk,np
n
zfe

jθ
(p,q)
n

)
−
√
Ekuk

])
θ
(p,q+1)
i = θ

(p,q)
i , i = 1, 2, ..., N, i 6= q + 1.

(3.5)

while all other phase angles are kept the same with the previous sub-iteration.

In Algorithm 3, there are two serial stages: determination of the power coefficient

vector and solving the transmission phase angles for a given power coefficient vector

to minimize the objective function. In the first part, calculation of the zero forcing

vector includes pseudo inverse calculation of an N ×M matrix which has complexity

O(M2N), and matrix vector product whose complexity is O(MN). The second

part of the algorithm has the same complexity as the Algorithm 1, (i.e., O(MN)).

Therefore, Algorithm 3 has an overall complexity in the order of O(M2N) which is

slightly higher than that of Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 3 Proposed iterative multi-envelope precoding algorithm for mas-

sive MIMO systems.

1. Calculate zero-forcing vector, vzf = [v1zf , v
2
zf , ..., v

N
zf ]

T as in 2.2.

2. Calculate power coefficient vector pzf by using vabs = [|v1zf |, |v2zf |, ..., |vNzf |]T .

3. θ = 0

4. for iter = 1 to iterationCount do

5. for i = 1 to N do

6. Calculate interference on each user by neglecting the signal from

the i-th antenna

7. Multiply interference value with the conjugate of the channel from

i-th antenna to the user.

8. Sum the resulting terms for all users.

9. Get the argument of the summation.

10. θi = π + argument found above

11. end for

12. end for
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Denoting the phase angles after the last iteration as θ̂
u

= [θ̂1
u
, ..., θ̂N

u
]T , the MUI

signal at the k-th user is given by

ŝk =

(∑N
n=1 hk,np

n
zfe

jθ̂un

√
N

−
√
Ekuk

)
. (3.6)

Then, the SINR expression can be computed from (2.12) by using this MUI signal,

and employing the lower bound to the mutual information in (2.16), the achievable

rate is obtained as in (2.17) similar to the case of CE precoding.

3.1.3 Examples

In this part, we provide example designs and simulate their performance.

Two-Envelope Precoding

With the use of two PAs at the BS, the power coefficient vector includes only

two different values denoted by p1 and p2 where p21 + p22 = 2, i.e., p2 =
√

2− p21, if

the number of antennas fed by both of the PAs are equal. Then, the zero-forcing

vector is calculated using (2.2) and the vector of the absolute values of its elements is

used to determine the antennas which will be assigned to the first envelope. That is,

antennas whose corresponding value in the absolute value of the zero forcing vector

are greater are chosen for the larger envelope and the others for the smaller envelope

level. After this separation, there will be two groups with N/2 antennas each. The

CE precoding is applied to these groups individually to obtain the two-envelope

solution. Nonlinear amplifiers can still be used in this case since the constant gain

regions with levels (p1 and p2) of the PAs are utilized.

The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Each PA has connection to all the antennas,

however, through the RF switch block one PA feeds N/2 antennas at any given time

interval. Then, the corresponding phases of the signals of all the antennas are applied
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Figure 3.2: BS RF chain with 2 PAs

via phase shifters, and the resulting two-envelope precoded signal is transmitted.

We illustrate the resulting performance for the proposed two-envelope precoding

(for the same set-up as in Fig. 2.1) in Fig 3.3. The power levels are selected as

p1 =
√

3/2 and p2 =
√

1/2.

It is observed that the MUI energy with two-envelope precoding is always less than

the one with the CE precoding. This shows that the two-envelope precoding with

antenna grouping by the zero-forcing algorithm promises to decrease the required

BS power to provide the same achievable information rate with the CE precoding

solution, i.e., the same SINR performance can be achieved with a smaller transmission

power. Another way to interpret this result is that a smaller number of BS antennas

(e.g., 72 versus 80) are needed for the same MUI level.
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Figure 3.3: Average per-user MUI energy versus the number of BS antennas. p1 =√
3/2, Rayleigh fading.

The value of p1 needs to be optimized further, in order to minimize the required

BS power. However, the function g(θ,u) is hard to analyze theoretically. Hence, we

try different power coefficients and observe the behavior of the average MUI in Fig.

3.4 numerically.

The results are encouraging in the sense that it is not necessary to optimize the

power levels with a high accuracy as p1 =
√

3/2, p1 =
√

5/3, p1 =
√

7/4 have

shown similar performances. However, p1 =
√

15/8 has caused an increase in MUI

energy which is reasonable because diversity gain caused by the half of the antennas

decreases as p1 approaches to 2 too closely. We choose p1 =
√

3/2 as the power

coefficient which will be used in further simulations.
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Figure 3.4: Average per-user MUI energy versus the number of BS antennas for

varying envelope levels. M = 24, Rayleigh fading.

We further utilize different grouping strategies to observe the behavior of the per

user MUI energy in Fig. 3.5. With p1 =
√

3/2, we select 40%, 30%, and 20% of the

antennas for the first group, respectively and apply the same precoding algorithm

in addition to the case of equal size groups. From the numerical results, we observe

that equal size grouping provide slightly better performance than the other grouping

strategies.
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Figure 3.5: Average per-user MUI energy versus the number of BS antennas for

different grouping strategies. M = 24, Rayleigh fading.

Three-Envelope Precoding

If three PAs are utilized at the BS, pzf includes three different values denoted

by p1, p2 and p3. The first group of antennas which correspond to elements with

highest absolute values in the zero-forcing vector have the greatest envelope levels.

The second one includes antennas with the second highest absolute values and so on.

We note that the RF chain in the first example (Fig. 3.2) is also valid for this

set-up, however, the number of PAs which are connected to the antennas is three.

We simulate the MUI for the three-envelope case and compare it with two-envelope
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precoding and CE precoding solutions in Fig. 3.6. We use p2 = 1, p3 =
√

1/2 and

p1 =
√

2− p23 =
√

3/2 as the power coefficients. We split the antennas equally

to three of the groups by assuming that N/3 is integral without loss of generality,

however, different designs are also possible. The set-up is the same as the one in Fig.

3.3.

Figure 3.6: Average per-user MUI energy versus the number of BS antennas. M =

24, Rayleigh fading.

We observe that the three-envelope precoding offers slightly better performance

than the two-envelope precoding solution which is expected since it is closer to the

APC precoding as the zero-forcing criteria is used to group antennas and more en-

velope levels are available.

In Fig. 3.7, we use different sets of coefficients in three-envelope precoding to

observe the behavior of the objective function in (3.4) (which is hard to analyze

analytically). We keep p2 = 1 and change p1 and p3 while keeping the total power

requirement satisfied. That is, we choose p1 =
√

2− p23.
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Figure 3.7: Average per-user MUI energy versus the number of BS antennas for

varying envelope levels. M = 24, Rayleigh fading.

We observe that there is no significant improvement with the change of p3 among

the values
√

1/2,
√

1/3 and
√

1/4. Therefore, we choose p3 =
√

1/2 for use in the

rest of the examples.

After studying the MUI energy with two and three envelope precoding, we simulate

the required power for a certain achievable rate for CE and multi-envelope precoding

techniques by conducting similar simulations as in Fig. 2.2. We utilize the same

power coefficients as in the earlier examples, i.e., p1 =
√

3/2 and p2 =
√

1/2 for two-

envelope precoding, and p1 =
√

3/2, p2 = 1 and p3 =
√

1/2 for the three-envelope

precoding.
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Figure 3.8: The required
PBS
σ2

ratio versus the number of antennas. M = 40, Rayleigh

fading.

In order to show the resulting improvement with multi-envelope precoding com-

pared to the CE precoding solution, cooperative upper bound on the GBC sum-

capacity is also plotted [30, 38]. From Fig. 3.8, we observe that the extra power

required by utilizing the CE constraint decreases with the use of 2 and 3 PAs and

antenna grouping according to presented zero-forcing algorithm. For example, for

N = 160, this gain is around 1 dB. Further, it is demonstrated that there is no

significant difference between 2 or 3 envelope levels.
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3.2 Multi-Envelope Precoding for Massive MIMO

Systems over Frequency Selective Channels

We further explore the multi-envelope precoding idea which decreases the power

requirements for a given achievable rate in massive MIMO systems for flat fading

channels to the case of frequency selective fading. For this purpose, we modify the

zero-forcing algorithm for antenna grouping and split the total power among these

groups.

3.2.1 Antenna Grouping by Using the Zero Forcing Vector

The system model is very similar to the one in Chapter 2. As it is explained in

Section 2.4, for frequency selective channels there is ISI among the received symbols

necessitating a modification of the iterative algorithm which solves for the phase

angles in CE precoding. The presence of ISI also affects the methodology of antenna

grouping with the use of zero-forcing algorithm, that is the ISI term has to be taken

into account in the modification of the algorithm.

Realistic channel models are casual, hence the received signal at the current time

is only a function of the current and the previous transmissions. Transmission in the

previous time instances are known at the BS while calculating the signals for the cur-

rent time. Therefore, we subtract the effect of the previous transmissions and deter-

mine the zero-forcing vector for the remaining signal as summarized in Algorithm 4.

We denote the power coefficient vector at time t with pzf [t] = [p1zf [t], p
2
zf [t], ..., p

N
zf [t]]

T

and power coefficient matrix for all the antennas and entire channel coherence time

as PNT
zf = [pzf [1] pzf [2] ...pzf [T ]]. As in the multi-envelope precoding over flat fad-

ing channels, the number of different values in Pzf depends on the number of PAs

at BS and all the PAs are connected to all the BS antennas, however, they feed a
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predetermined group of them at a time (Fig. 3.2).

Algorithm 4 Power coefficient matrix determination by utilizing the absolute

value of the elements of zero-forcing vector for massive MIMO systems over

frequency selective channel.

1. for t = 1 to T do

2. m = u[t]

3. for i = 2 to min(t, channelLength) do

4. Subtract ISI signals from the channel path, i−1, m = m−Hi−1si−1

where si−1 denotes for transmitted signal at time t− i+ 1

5. end for

6. Calculate the pseudo inverse of the shortest path of the channel matrix

(H0), Hsi = H0
′(H0H0

′)−1

7. Calculate the zero forcing vector for the effective required signal vector,

vzf = Hsim

8. Determine pzf [t] by using vabs = [|v1zf |, |v2zf |, ..., |vNzf |]T .

9. end for
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As in Fig. 3.2, Pzf is calculated before solving for the phase angles. Therefore,

the ISI signal subtraction in Algorithm 4 is done by assuming that the transmitted

signals are calculated with the zero-forcing precoding approach, clearly, this is not

optimal. However, we will later see that it is effective.

Following the notation in Section 2.4 and denoting pnzf [t] for the n-th component

of Pzf at time t, the received signal at the k-th user is given by

yk[t] =

√
PBS
N

N∑
n=1

L−1∑
l=0

hk,n[l]pnzf [t− l]ejθn[t−l] + wk[t], (3.7)

where wk[t] is circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise.

3.2.2 Precoder Design

With a given set of user symbols for entire coherence time, u[1],u[2], ...,u[T ], the CSI,

and the power coefficient matrix Pzf , the optimization problem below is formulated

to determine the phase angles to be transmitted as

[Θu[1],Θu[2], ...,Θu[T ]] = argmin
θun,t∈[−π,π),t=1,2,...,T,n=1,2,...,N

dT/re∑
r=1

Ir

Ir , f(Θ[(r − 1)T − L+ 2], ...,Θ[min(T, rτ)],u[(r − 1)T + 1], ...,u[min(T, rτ)])

=

min(T,rτ)∑
t=(r−1)τ+1

M∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
∑N

n=1

∑L−1
l=0 hk,n[l]pnzf [t− l]ejθn[t−l]√

N
−
√
Ekuk[t]

∣∣∣∣∣
2

.

(3.8)

As it is explained in Section 2.4, the phase angle optimization problem is done

over multiple shorter blocks due to the excess number of optimization variables.

Algorithm 2 is also valid for this problem except for the use of power coefficients

in the optimization process and the angle calculation equations. In other words,

the iterative procedure and the solution approach for determining the angles are the
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same as those in Algorithm 2. The difference is that the specific angle calculation

step is given by

θn[(r − 1)τ + q] = argmin
φ∈[−π,π)

fr(θ1[(r − 1)τ + 1], ..., φ, ...., θN [(r − 1)τ + dr])

= π + arg

( (r−1)τ+q+Lr((r−1)τ+q)∑
t=(r−1)τ+q

M∑
k=1

h∗k,n[t− (r − 1)τ + q]Sn,(r−1)τ+q(k, t)

)
(3.9)

where

Sn,(r−1)τ+q(k, t) ,

∑N
i=1

∑L−1
l=0, (i,l)6=(n,t−(r−1)τ+q) hk,i[l]p

i
zf [t− l]ejθi[t− l]√

N
−
√
Ekuk[t].

Denoting θ̂un[t] as the phase angle at the n-th antenna at time t, the MUI term at

the k-th terminal at time t is given by

Iuk [t] =

∑N
i=1

∑L−1
l=0 hk,i[l]p

i
zf [t− l]ejθ̂

u
i [t−l]

√
N

−
√
Ekuk[t]. (3.10)

By using the MUI term in (3.10), a lower bound to mutual information, and hence,

an achievable rate is calculated using (2.29) and (2.30).

Antenna grouping and optimization of phase angles are two serial stages where

calculation of transmit phase values to minimize the objective function requires the

knowledge of the power coefficient matrix. Calculation of the power coefficient matrix

as in Algorithm 4 requires pseudo inverse calculation of an N ×M matrix for the

entire coherence time resulting in a complexity in the order of O(M2NT ), and matrix

vector product whose complexity is O(MNLT ). The phase angle determination part

has the same complexity with Algorithm 2 which is O(MNLT ). Therefore, the multi-

envelope precoding for massive MIMO systems over frequency selective channels has

an overall complexity of O(M2NT ) as M > L, hence it is slightly worse the one with

the CE precoding in Algorithm 2.
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3.2.3 Examples

We now simulate the achievable information rate of CE precoding and multi-envelope

precoding for massive MIMO systems over frequency selective channels. We consider

a four equal power channel with independent CN (0, 1/L) channel taps i.e., each tap

is Rayleigh fading. Block length, τ = 3L and coherence time of the channel is 3τ .

For multi-envelope precoding, 2 PAs are utilized at the BS. As in the flat fading case,

one PA feeds half of the antennas. Therefore, the power coefficients are determined

as p1 =
√

2− p22 to satisfy total power constraints.

Figure 3.9: The required
PBS
σ2

ratio versus the number of BS antennas for M = 10

users.
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Table 3.1: Minimum required PBS/σ
2 (dB) for a given ergodic achievable rate of 2

bpcu.

N=20 N=40 N=90 N=150 N=300

CE precoding 7.19 dB 2.15 dB -2.28 dB -4.58 dB -7.69 dB

Multi Envelope

Level Precoding

pzf =
√

1/2

6.88 dB 1.89 dB -2.42 dB -4.97 dB -8.13 dB

Multi Envelope

Level Precoding

pzf =
√

1/3

6.95 dB 1.95 dB -2.32 dB -4.88 dB -8.06 dB

Multi Envelope

Level Precoding

pzf =
√

1/4

7.01 dB 2.03 dB -2.31 dB -4.77 dB -8.02 dB

We consider different power coefficients including
√

1/2,
√

1/3, and
√

1/4 for p2 to

explore the behavior of the objective function which is hard to analyze theoretically.

In Fig. 3.9, we observed that the proposed multi-envelope precoding decreases the

performance loss even with the use of two PAs at the BS. This observation is clearer

in Table 3.1. For instance, a gain of around 0.4 dB for the number of antennas in the

order of 100-300 is obtained. Also, we observe that the required power for achieving

a given rate decreases with increasing number of antennas and massive MIMO gain

is satisfied by both algorithms, that is, by doubling the BS antennas necessary power

decreases around 3 dB.
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3.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have presented two multi-envelope precoding techniques for mas-

sive MIMO systems: one for flat fading channels and the other for frequency selective

fading conditions. The solution is based on the idea of grouping antennas and uti-

lizing different envelopes for each group. In order to group the antennas and split

the total available power more efficiently, we have applied the zero-forcing precoding

algorithm and we modified the algorithms in [30, 31] to solve for the phase angles by

considering the introduced power coefficients. We have shown through simulations

that the proposed multi-envelope precoding techniques are effective. For example,

for the case of 200 BS antennas serving 40 mobile users over a flat fading channel,

with the use of two PAs, the required power for an achievable rate of 2 bpcu de-

creases around 1 dB compared to the case of CE precoding. We conclude that the

proposed multi-envelope precoding solutions perform better than the CE precoding

and help to close the gap between APC precoding and CE precoding performances

by utilizing only two or three PAs.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Envelope Precoding with

Digital Phase Shifters for Massive

MIMO Systems

In the previous two chapters, the use of continuous phase shifters in precoding is

considered, however, working with digital phase shifters which support a discrete

set of phase values has many advantages including immunity to noise on voltage

control signal, more uniform input-output performance and flat phase values over

wider bandwidths [36]. As shown in [32], the use of discrete-phase shifters for massive

MIMO systems for CE precoding results in a nonlinear discrete optimization problem.

These kinds of problems typically have NP-hard (non-deterministic polynomial-time

hard) complexity, and sub-optimal but highly efficient algorithms are necessary to

obtain solutions in a reasonable time.

In [32], discrete-phase constant envelope precoding for massive MIMO systems is
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considered, and an approach called trellis based constant envelope precoding (TB-

CEP) is proposed. In this chapter, we first review its results, and then we extend the

approach taken to the case of multi-envelope precoding. We also provide numerical

examples which compare multi-envelope precoding with discrete phase shifters with

TB-CEP and CE precoding algorithms, and draw some conclusions.

4.1 Discrete-Phase Constant Envelope Precoding

for Massive MIMO Systems

4.1.1 System Model

The system model is very similar to the one in Chapter 2. The received signal of the

k-th user is expressed as

yk =

√
PBS
N

hkq + wk (4.1)

where hk is channel vector to the k-th user, i.e., the k-th row of H, q ,

[ejθ1 , ejθ2 , .., ejθN ]T is the phase vector, and wk is zero mean complex circularly sym-

metric Gaussian noise with variance σ2
w.

4.1.2 Problem Description

The received signal of the k-th user in (4.1) is expressed in terms of the desired signal
√
Ekuk as follows

yk =
√
Ekuk +

(√
PBS
N

hkq−
√
Ekuk

)
+ wk. (4.2)
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Here,

(√
PBS
N

hkq−
√
Ekuk

)
is the MUI term. We need to reduce the sum of the

MUI energies at each user in order to increase the achievable data rates. Therefore,

the following nonlinear discrete optimization problem is formulated in [32]:

q̂ = argmin
q

M∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣
√
PBS
N

hkq−
√
Ekuk

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

s.t. qn ∈ Qm, n = 1, 2, ..., N,

(4.3)

where Qm is set of phase values supported by the phase shifters assumed to be

qn = exp

(
j

2πmn

m

)
for mn ∈ {0, 1, ...,m− 1}. These kinds of integer programming

problems have exponential complexity in the worst case. Therefore, solving the

optimization problem in (4.3) by utilizing conventional methods is not suitable for

massive MIMO systems where N is high. With this motivation, the problem is

transformed into a new one by expanding the square in (4.3) and ignoring the terms

which do not depend on q resulting in

q̂ = argmin
q

N∑
j=1

Re

(√
PBS
N

j−1∑
i=1

q∗jGj,iqi − uHEhjqj

)
s.t. qn ∈ Qm, n = 1, 2, ..., N.

(4.4)

where G = HHH, hj is the j-th column of channel matrix, and the diagonal matrix

EM×M includes the user symbol energies. The objective function in (4.4) has N real

terms where the jth term depends only on the first j variables.

By using the same methodology in [30], it is proven that interference on users

becomes small enough compared to AWGN as N goes to infinity. Briefly, if the

noise term is neglected, the number of possible received signal vectors at users is

mN , hence the received signal space becomes denser with increasing N since the

transmission power is constant. Therefore, the probability of having a vector which

provides a MUI energy less than any nonzero value increases and it is shown that

this probability is in fact strictly greater than zero [32].
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4.1.3 Trellis Based Constant Envelope Precoding

Thanks to the formation of the objective function in (4.4), that is, since the jth

term depends only on the first j variables, the problem is solvable with a multi-stage

approach. Based on this observation, a greedy approach which determines the jth

phase value to minimize the objective function at this stage is considered as a proper

method. However, considering the last few phase values as states and keeping the

most likely paths for each state at the each stage until the last antenna taken into

account and deciding all of the phases together is observed to be a better approach

as it enhances the set of angles utilized for minimization of the objective function,

hence a TB-CEP algorithm (similar to Viterbi algorithm) is devised.

As it is summarized in Algorithm 5, firstly the initial states are determined as all

the possibilities of the phase values that are available with the utilized digital phase

shifters. Thus, mL initial states are created for a memory length of L. Then, the

cumulative metrics are calculated for all the initial states as follows

L∑
j=1

Re

(√
PBS
N

j−1∑
i=1

q∗jGj,iqi − uHEhjqj

)
. (4.5)

We note that m branches go out of each state and m branches enter each state at

each step. A state is determined by the latest L− 1 phase values of the originating

state and the branch label which is the phase chosen for the current stage. At the

t-th stage, the branch metric is determined as follows

Re

(√
PBS
N

t+L−1∑
i=1

q∗t+LGt+L,iqi − uHEht+Lqt+L

)
. (4.6)

The path with the least cumulative metric among the m branches which enter a

state is chosen as the originating path and the others are discarded. The algorithm

continues until the last antenna is accounted for, and the best path which provides

the least objective value is chosen and the phase values are determined as the branch

labels and the initial states of this path.
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Algorithm 5 Trellis- based constant envelope precoding (TB-CEP) algorithm.

1. Create mL initial states which are all possibilities of the possessed phase values.

2. For the initial states calculate metrics by using (4.5).

3. for j = L+ 1 to N do

4. Calculate each branch metric by using the label values and the originating

path values as in (4.6)

5. Calculate the cumulative metric for each branch by adding the originating

state metric to the branch metric

6. Choose the branch with the least cumulative metric as the survival one

7. Set the state metric as the cumulative metric of the survival branch

8. end for

9. Choose the path with the least cumulative metric

10. Determine the antenna phases as the initial state values and the branch labels
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There are N − L stages and mL states where m branches enter each state and

the branch metrics are calculated by using (4.6). Therefore, the complexity of the

algorithm is polynomial, i.e., O(N2MmL+1) for each channel use [32].

After determination of the transmission phase, achievable rate for the k-th user is

expressed as

Rk(q) = log2

(
Ek

Ik(q) + σ2
w

)
(4.7)

where Ik(q) is MUI energy at the k-th user.

4.1.4 Examples

We now simulate the achievable information rate in bits per channel use versus

the number of BS antennas for different discrete phase shifters in Fig. 4.1. The

channels between the BS antennas and the mobile terminals are i.i.d. Rayleigh

fading ∼ CN (0, 1), and PBS = Ek = 10 for k = 1, 2, ..., 10 is used to avoid further

optimization of Ek values. The codebooks are assumed to be complex Gaussian for

all the users with U1 = U2 = ... = UM = CN (0, 1).

It is observed in Fig. 4.1 that using more phase values by increasing the number

of digits provides performance improvements. For instance, using 4 phase values

instead of 2 results in 0.5 bpcu increase for the number of base station antennas

around 90-100. Also, increasing the number of antennas provides reduction in the

MUI, and hence it increases the achievable rates.
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Figure 4.1: Average achievable data rate (in bpcu) versus the number of antennas for

varying set of phase values over Rayleigh fading. Ek = PBS = 10, L = 2, M = 10,

σ2
w = 1.

We repeat the simulation in Fig. 4.1 with two digit PSs for different memory

lengths including L = 2 and L = 0 (Greedy algorithm) in Fig. 4.2. We observe

that employing the TB-CEP algorithm to determine transmission phases increases

achievable rate by more than 0.2 bpcu per user (around 10% increase in achievable

rates) for the number of BS antennas around 10 times the number of mobile terminals.
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Figure 4.2: Average achievable data rate (in bpcu) versus the number of BS antennas

over Rayleigh fading. Ek = PBS = 10, L = 2, M = 10, σ2
w = 1

In [32], more extensive results including simulations of average per user achievable

rates versus transmit power, number of trellis states, and errors in channel estimation

and phase shifters can be found. It is observed that the performance of TB-CEP

algorithm improves if the number of trellis states and the number of digits of PSs

increase and is significantly affected by errors in channel estimation and non-idealities

of phase shifters.

4.2 Discrete-Phase Multi Envelope Precoding for

Massive MIMO Systems

Relaxing the CE constraint and allowing for multiple envelopes decreases the required

BS power to provide a certain achievable data rate as it is shown in Chapter 3 for
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massive MIMO systems with continuous phase shifters. In this section, we adopt this

multi-envelope precoding method for massive MIMO systems to the case of discrete

phase shifters. We perform antenna grouping for splitting power before the phase

angle determination stage as shown in Fig. 3.1 as solving both the phases and the

envelopes together increases the complexity and then we determine the angles to be

used for each antenna (as done in Chapter 3).

4.2.1 Antenna Grouping by Zero-Forcing

The vector of absolute values of the elements of the zero-forcing vector in (2.2),

vabs = [|v1zf |, |v2zf |, ..., |vNzf |]T is used to group antennas as in the case of continuous

phase shifters. The number of antenna groups depends on the number of PAs used

at the BS and the number of antennas in each group is a design parameter which

depends on the power ratios among the groups and the features of the PAs. The

vector pzf denotes the resulting power coefficient vector with pTzfpzf = N to satisfy

the total transmit power constraint.

TB-CEP algorithm is a multi-stage method and the objective function in (4.4) has

N real terms where the jth term depends only on the first j variables. Therefore, we

consider to reorder the antennas with the use of zero-forcing criterion before applying

the TB-CEP algorithm in order to solve the transmit phase values. In this way, the

signals of the antennas which need a higher envelope for transmission contributes

on the minimization of more objective function variables as they are placed as the

initial states.

Let Ĥ be the reordered channel matrix where the first column is the chan-

nel realizations of the antenna which corresponds to the greatest absolute value

at the zero-forcing vector vabs, and the N -th column consists of channel gains

for the antenna corresponding to the least absolute value. Then, pzf has the
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form of [p1...p1, p2...pa−1, pa...pa]
T where a denotes for the number of PAs and

p1 > p2 > ... > pa, that is, we keep the power coefficient vector constant as we

reorder H.

4.2.2 Precoder Design

With the use of Ĥ and pzf , the received signal for the k-th user is expressed as

yk =

√
PBS
N

ĥkΛzfq + wk (4.8)

where ĥk is the reordered channel vector to the k-th user, i.e., the k-th row of Ĥ and

Λzf is an N ×N diagonal matrix with diagonal entries corresponding to elements of

pzf . With the extraction of desired signal
√
Ekuk in (4.8), the received signal at the

k-th user becomes

yk =
√
Ekuk +

(√
PBS
N

ĥkΛzfq−
√
Ekuk

)
+ wk. (4.9)

This expression is very similar to the one in (4.2) except for the power coefficient

vector. Then, the following nonlinear discrete optimization problem is formulated

with the same strategy in Section 4.1.2 to minimize the sum of the MUI terms for

all the users:

q = argmin
q

N∑
j=1

Re

(√
PBS
N

j−1∑
i=1

pjzfq
∗
j Ĝj,ip

i
zfqi − uHEĥjp

j
zfqj

)
s.t. qn ∈ Qm, n = 1, 2, ..., N,

(4.10)

where pjzf is the j-th term of power coefficient vector.

To solve for the nonlinear discrete optimization problem in (4.10) with a fast

approach, Algorithm 5 can be used. However, the cumulative metric of the initial

states and the branch metrics need to be calculated by using the reordered channel
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matrix and by taking the power coefficient vector into account. The cumulative

metrics for all the initial states are calculated as follows

L∑
j=1

Re

(√
PBS
N

j−1∑
i=1

pjzfq
∗
j Ĝj,ip

i
zfqi − uHEĥjp

j
zfqj

)
. (4.11)

Calculation of the branch metric is performed by

Re

(√
PBS
N

t+L−1∑
i=1

pt+Lzf q∗t+LĜt+L,ip
i
zfqi − uHEĥt+Lp

t+L
zf qt+L

)
. (4.12)

After the determination of the phase vector as summarized in Algorithm 5, the

phase vector and the power coefficient vector are again reordered by the use of

vabs so that the phase and power coefficient values are picked for the actual antenna

locations. Therefore, q1 and p1zf are used at the antenna corresponding to the greatest

value in vabs, q2 and p2zf are used at the antenna with the second largest value in vabs,

etc. Thus, the transmission phase vector, q̂ and the transmission power coefficient

vector, p̂zf are determined. Through the use of this baseband (complex) signals, an

achievable rate for the k-th user is calculated as follows [32]

Rk(q̂, p̂zf ) = log2

(
Ek

Ik(q̂, p̂zf ) + σ2
w

)
. (4.13)

Determination of the order of the antennas according to the zero-forcing algorithm

and calculation of the phase angles to minimize the objective function is two serial

stages. Ordering of antennas according to the zero-forcing vector includes calculating

pseudo inverse of an N ×M matrix which is of complexity O(NM2), and a matrix

vector product which is of O(NM) complexity. Calculating the transmission phases

is similar to Algorithm 5, and has a complexity of O(N2MmL+1) and reordering

phase values and power coefficient has a complexity of O(N). Therefore, the overall

complexity of the multi-envelope precoding for massive MIMO systems with discrete

phase shifters is around the same order as the TB-CEP algorithm.
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4.2.3 Examples

In this section, we provide several numerical examples to compare the multi-envelope

precoding method with the TB-CEP algorithm and CE precoding with continuous

phase shifters.

We repeat the simulation in Fig. 4.1 and obtain achievable rate performance of

the multi-envelope precoding algorithm with discrete phase shifters and TB-CEP

algorithm versus the number of BS antennas for different number of supported phase

values and different power coefficients in Fig. 4.3. As we have equal number of

elements in each antenna group for multi-envelope precoding, power coefficients p1

and p2 satisfies p1 =
√

2− p22 to keep the total transmit power the same.

Figure 4.3: Average achievable data rate (in bpcu) versus the number of BS antennas

over Rayleigh fading. Ek = PBS = 10, L = 2, M = 10, σ2
w = 1
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In Fig. 4.3, we observe that the newly proposed multi-envelope precoding tech-

nique outperforms the TB-CEP algorithm even when only 2 PAs are used. Its achiev-

able rate performance is increased approximately 0.2 bpcu (around 10%) in the case

of 2 digit PSs and 0.4 bpcu (around 20%) for 1 digit PSs for 70-100 base station

antennas. Another way to see this improvement is that the performance of TB-CEP

algorithm is achieved by using a smaller number of BS antennas with multi-envelope

precoding. Furthermore, it does not seem to be necessary to optimize the power

coefficients as the results with p1 =
√

3/2, p1 =
√

5/3 and p1 =
√

7/4 are very

similar.

We combine the simulation results in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 2.3, and sim-

ulate a three-envelope precoding scheme with discrete phase shifters in Fig.

4.4. The power coefficient vector in the two-envelope case is selected as[√
3/2, ...,

√
3/2,

√
1/2, ...,

√
1/2
]
, while the one in the three-envelope case is chosen

as
[√

3/2, ...,
√

3/2, 1, ..., 1,
√

1/2, ...,
√

1/2
]

where pTzfpzf = N is satisfied for both

cases as antenna groups with equal number of elements are used.

We observe that increasing the number of antennas improves the achievable rate

performance of all the algorithms. It is obvious through Fig. 4.4 that use of discrete

phase shifters causes degradation in the performance compared to the case of con-

tinuous phase shifters as the number of phases is limited to a few values, however,

it should be noted that working with discrete phase shifters is easier and robust for

errors in the voltage control lines [36]. Furthermore, we observe that for the present

setting the proposed multi-envelope precoding technique with discrete phase shifters

is successful to close the gap between the TB-CEP algorithm and CE precoding with

continuous phase shifters, that is, about half of the gap is removed with the use of

only 2-3 PAs when 90-100 base station antennas utilized at the BS. We also note

that, for this example, two-envelope precoding with continuous PSs does not provide

such improvements in this case as the background noise is dominant as opposed to

the remaining MUI energy and the user symbol energies are kept constant for all the
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Figure 4.4: Average achievable data rate (bpcu) versus the number of antennas over

Rayleigh fading. Ek = PBS = 10, L = 2, M = 10, σ2
w = 1

algorithms. It is observed that beyond some point, with the use continuous phase

shifters, system operates in the noise limited region, hence further increasing the

number of antennas does not improve the achievable rate.

4.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed the use of discrete phase shifters for CE precod-

ing in massive MIMO systems [32], and then we have applied the newly proposed

multi-envelope precoding technique for this set-up. As in Chapter 3, we use the zero-

forcing criterion in order to reorder the antennas before the (multi-stage) TB-CEP

algorithm, and determine antennas requiring higher envelope levels. Through exten-

sive simulations, we have shown that the use of 2-3 envelopes and antenna grouping
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with the zero-forcing algorithm provide significant benefits and partly recovers the

gap between the performance of CE precoding with continuous phase shifters and

that of TB-CEP algorithm for a noise limited scenario.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we have studied massive MIMO systems for wireless communications.

Specifically, we have focused on reducing the hardware complexity of base stations in

such systems, and to this end, we have proposed multi-envelope precoding techniques

which utilize more than one (but only a few, e.g., 2-3) PAs. Our primary objective

is to reduce the performance loss caused by CE precoding compared to the average

only power constraint based precoding.

The proposed multi-envelope precoding technique with continuous phase shifters

allows for the use of different envelopes for different groups of antennas. The solu-

tion of the zero forcing algorithm which utilizes both the channel state information

and information symbols of all the mobile terminals is used to group the antennas

with different signal envelope requirements. The number of the groups of antennas

depends on the number of PAs used and groups of equal number of elements are

generally considered, however, different designs are also possible. Through extensive

simulations, it is demonstrated that the proposed multi-envelope precoding technique

recovers some of the performance loss due to the CE precoding for both flat fading
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and frequency selective channels with the use of only a few, e.g., 2-3 PAs, hence it

provides a more competitive spectral efficiency with respect to CE precoding. For

example, for the case of 200 BS antennas serving 40 mobile users over flat fading

channels, with the use of 2 PAs, the required power for an achievable rate of 2 (bpcu)

decreases around 1 dB compared to CE precoding solutions.

The multi-envelope precoding technique is further extended to the case of discrete

phase shifters and solutions based on trellis based constant envelope precoding of

[32] are obtained. As done in the case of continuous phase shifters, the zero forcing

algorithm is utilized to group the antennas requiring different envelope levels and to

reorder the channel matrix before solving for the phase angles through the multi-stage

TB-CEP algorithm. This is because, the jth objective variable depends only on the

first j variables thanks to the reformulation of the objective function developed for

TB-CEP algorithm. This way, the antennas requiring higher envelopes participate in

the solutions of more objective variables. The results show that the newly proposed

multi-envelope precoding technique recovers some of the loss that is caused by the use

of discrete phase shifters compared to CE precoding solutions utilizing continuous

phase shifters. For instance, for the case of 90-100 antennas serving 10 mobile users

over flat fading channels and
PBS
σ2

= 10, about half of the gap between achievable

rates of CE precoding with continuous PSs and TB-CEP with 2 digit digital PSs is

closed through the use of multi-envelope precoding with the same digital PSs and

2-3 PAs.

Massive MIMO is a recent topic of high interest with many subjects requiring

further study. For instance, as an extension of the work in this thesis (and in the CE

precoding literature), use of a smaller number of phase shifters can be considered to

further decrease the hardware complexity of a BS. Also, noting that errors in phase

shifters and channel estimation result in some loss in the performance of the algo-

rithms, and currently these are not considered for the optimization of phase angles,

another research direction for multi-envelope precoding is to take these into account
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to obtain more robust solutions. Furthermore, other techniques which do not use

the transmitted data info that heavily can be explored for antenna grouping in order

to decrease the number of switching operations between the PAs and for obtaining

actual precoding solutions. The use of one bit ADCs can also be considered with

CE precoding and multi-envelope precoding to further decrease the hardware costs

of the base stations. Finally, we note that appropriate channel coding/modulation

techniques with CE or multi-envelope precoding should be considered as future re-

search.
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